
1.0 Introduction

 I red a lot of different spreading methods using Facebook. I think mine is a completly new one, as I 
never heard about it before. There is different good points using my way of spreading :
      - You just have to set it in 5-10 minutes, and then it will grow exponentially without doing nothing (note 
that the more time you spend, the quicker it will be).
      - You can use your real Facebook account without beeing compromised with your friends. (But if you 
have fake / hacked accounts, prefer to use them...)
      - You don’t have to wait weeks to have X thousand likes on a Facebook group page.
      - You can easily target the people you want to infect (friends, girls, ...).
      - You don’t really need a JavaDrive-By, it will only make the «exploit» looks more «legit».
      - You’re account will never be closed using this method.
Please note that the more Facebook accounts (legit or hacked) you have, the quicker you’re spreading will 
be.

1.1 Requirements

 At least one Facebook account (friends are not required). As I said before, the more accounts you 
have, the quicker it will be.
Your FUD server (The «FUDness» is REALLY important as we’ll be providing an .exe saying it was made by 
Facebook...) you’ll bind with an «Facebook Account Validator» that should looks like that :

(if you don’t know how to do such a program, or if you are to lazy to do it, you can download the source of 
mine here : http://sharecash.org/download.php?file=2146629 (Sorry for Sharecash, but I don’t want to give 
my source away to too much people))

2.0 What we’re going to do ?

 We’re going to exploit the stupidity and credulity of Facebook users. You’ve probably received stu-
pid chain letters or chain emails saying that if you don’t send them to 15 of your contacts you’ll die soon or 
your Hotmail account will be deleted. This also exists on Facebook.
What we are going to do is create such an announce, saying that if you don’t download a tool and run it, 
your account is going to be consider as «inactive» and is going to be deleted.

Here’s an example of message :

«To fight against fake accounts, Mark Zuckerberg has decieded to launch an anti-fraud program. Follow 
those steps if you don’t want to see your Facebook account deleted :
      1. Download this tool provided by Facebook : <Link to your server (or JavaDB bounded with an app’)>.
      2. Enter your name and profile ID (http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=XXXXXXX).
      3. Share this message on your wall or on 5 different pages, and your account won’t be deleted.»
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 You just have to copy-paste this on your wall, and you’ll surely have quickly a few downloads, and it 
will increase with time, be patient ;)

So, FUD your server, bind it to my fake application, and copy-paste the status : 5 minutes :)

2.1 What to do now ?

      - Use a JavaDrive-By instead of a direct download link. As I said, the more legit it will looks, the more 
downloads you’ll have. Using a JavaDrive-By in a Facebook app’ will allow you to keep the Facebook design, 
to use all the functionalities provided by Facebook (using the name of the person, etc...), etc...
      - Instead (or beside) of spreading it trought your wall, you can post this status on a lot of groups’s and 
pages’s walls. THIS is how you’ll target specific people : You want young girls ? Post it on a Justin Bieber’s (It 
makes me sick to see this name in my first ebook :P) Fan page. You want older victims ? Post it on a classical 
music compositor page (That’s an example, you’ll surely have better niches), etc...
      - Use this method with other websites, like Hotmail, Myspace, etc... You’ll also have to invest 5 to 10 
minutes for a large impact.

3.0 Conclusion

 With this method, you can have a large amount of bots with a small time investment and without 
any risk of being banned (because Facebook can’t know if you launched the chain or if it’s somebody else...) 
:)
I hope that you enjoyed reading this ebook and that you discovered a new way of spreading your server. It’s 
my first ebook ever, so please give me a feedback :)
Sorry for all the grammar and spelling mistakes I had surely make, but English’s not my native language.


